Abstract-this paper introduces a rate distortion optimization (RDO) scheme with subjective quality enhancement applied to a still image codec called Locally Adaptive Resolution (LAR). This scheme depends on the study of the relation between compression efficiency and relative parameters, and has a low complexity. Linear models are proposed first to find suitable parameters for RDO. Next, these models are combined with an image segmentation method to improve the local image quality. This scheme not only keeps an effective control in balance between bitrate and distortion, but also improves the spatial structure of images. Experiments are done both in objective and subjective ways. Results show that after this optimization, LAR has an efficient improvement of subjective image quality of decoded images. This improvement is significantly visible and compared with other compression methods using objective and subjective quality metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION

Image compression techniques have been used in various
image/video coding systems. To achieve an efficient com pression performance with a high reconstructed image quality, much effort has been made on different compression algorithms and image coding standards are proposed for multimedia applications. JPEG is commonly used as a still image format. Although its functionalities and compression quality are limited, it provides an acceptable computing complexity for practical use. With a high quality of the recovered image, JPEG2000 [l] [2] gains a lot in PSNR and supports useful functionalities such as progressive transmission by pixel accuracy and resolution, lossless and lossy com pression, etc. However, the outstanding compression efficiency requires a high computation complexity which impedes its widespread application. JPEGXR shows close results in Mean Square Error (MSE) to JPEG2000 [3] and has a lower complexity. The improvement to JPEGXR is still in progress [ 4] .
In addition to standards, LAR offers a coding framework providing a number of functionalities such as lossy/lossless compression, resolution and quality scalability and Region of Interest coding [5] . The complexity of LAR is similar to that of JPEG XR and can keep low at high compression ratios. LAR adopts a multi-layer pyramidal structure to adapt to constraints such as variable bitrates and multi-resolution [6] . The drawback is that the encoding process has to set different parameters in the multi-layer structure. Therefore, a suitable 978-1-4799-0269-9/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE method for the optimal coding configuration is required for LAR.
This paper first describes a parametric model derived from the analysis of the compression efficiency of LAR. Based on the model, a rate distortion optimization (RDO) technique for LAR can be applied to select the parameters and achieve an optimal or near-optimal configuration to reduce the objective distortion of decoded images. Furthermore, in view of the fact that, although objective distortion measurements, such as mean square error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), can show the difference extent between reference and distorted image, they are not very well matched to the perceived visual quality [7] [8]. The changes in structure information are considered as important image degradations in subjective quality [9] . As a result, in this paper, a seg mentation method using a quadtree structure is combined with the proposed RDO model to enhance the partial image quality.
The improvement is visible by comparison and evaluated by the subjective oriented quality metric: MSSIM [9] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
II. COLOR LAR CODER FRAMEWORK
Locally Adaptive Resolution (LAR) is an efficient content based 2D image coder for both lossless and lossy image compressions. It supports two coding layers: a Flat coder for global image information and a Texture coder for detail information. The Flat coding scheme is given in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Flat coder schemes
It starts at a pyramidal partition of the original image, followed by pixel value predictions in the use of the Wu pre-diction algorithm [10] , The prediction error is then sent to be quantized. A simple bi-linear filter is used to smooth block effects for the post-process at low bitrates. The texture coder is used to complete the scalability function in quality.
However, this structure increases codec complexity and bit resource required. In this paper, only the t1at coder is under study. 
A. Quadtree Partitioning
In the LAR codec, the quadtree structure is constructed by the bottom-up method and begins with the smallest block size 
B. Quantization Process
While processing pyramidal levels for different resolutions, prediction errors are uniformly quantized by a quantization factor Q which is controlled by the quantization parameter quqp.
Q Li
= q u qp . F Li , for level Li.
(
As predictions are based on intra and inter-level data, quantization performed at a given level will impact all the following ones. Therefore, the Fu factors ret1ect the distribution of the quantization (distortion) among the pyramid levels. The relationship between two levels is about Fu = (FLil)/2, with i :::: 0 and i = 0 set for full resolution.
C. Proposed RDO Model
As a multi-layer image coder, LAR has many parameters to be modified if an optimal performance is to be achieved. It is 978-1-4799-0269-9/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE possible to repeat some key processes to find suitable choices.
However, the high time-consumption makes them impractical.
To search an effective and low-complex method, global features on compression efficiency of LAR are presented here and relative factors are studied to build a model for RDO. 
. Optimal combination curves of images
An example of the compression distortion is shown in Fig. 2 (a). In each distortion curve, the threshold is fixed and quqp increases. So each curve ret1ects the distortion trend caused by quantization at a specific threshold. If only the objective distortion is considered, the optimal compression performance should be as low as possible in both bitrate and mean square error (MSE). For these optimal dots, there are corresponding combinations of threshold and quqp. These combinations are drawn in Fig. 2 (b) . It can be seen that the combinations are not in a mass, but locate in a curve which has an int1exion approximately in quqp = 53. So this curve is divided into two regions as shown in Fig.2 (b) . To describe the curve trend clearly, linear models are used for each region and correlative factors are presented as follows. has plenty of the detailed information. Fig. 3 shows that the distribution of optimal combinations is relevant with the complexity of the image: the suitable threshold is greater at a specific quqp for an image with more detail information. To express this trait, entropy of the gradient, HG is introduced.
where g
An image is separated into 2x2 blocks. The difference between the maximum and minimum luminance values in each block is named the gradient in this block HG. HG is calculated as in (2) . peg) is the probability of gradient.
HG ret1ects the extent of partial pixel variety and offers the information of optimal combination curves as shown in Table   I . They generally correspond to the curves in Fig. 3 .
TABLET ENTROPIES OF THE GRADIENT
Another factor reg) is introduced here to study the global complexity of an image. It is a summation of probabilities of gradient peg), as given in (3). 
IV. LOCALLY ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD SCHEME
The models proposed in section 3 can help the LAR codec reach a low distortion at a specific bitrate. However, they are only derived from objective measurement and may cause visible discomfort. As the quantization parameter increases, the suitable threshold also rises and makes the blocks larger in the quadtree. This action obscures the contour of objects and loses texture information even in parts with a low variety of pixels. To solve this problem, an image is treated as a combination of many local regions instead of a whole one.
RDO models are applied to each region to find a suitable threshold for quadtree by a given quantization parameter. In this paper, the region is set to be a 64x64 block and the quantization parameter of each region is equal to quqp. Although a higher distortion is caused in these parts, human eyes are less sensitive to noise in strong texture areas than in weak texture areas [11] [12] . Thus, this scheme offers a more comfortable bit allocation way in consideration of human visual system.
v. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are shown in two parts. First, the performance of RDO models introduced in section III is checked. Second, subjective improvement based on the locally adaptive threshold scheme is presented.
A. Results of RDO Models
Four images, "p06" (4064x2704), 'TOOLS" (1524xI200), "leaves" (3008x2000), and "Rokuonji" (3288x2458), which are not included in the training set are presented as examples to evaluate the performance. 
B. Results of Locally Adaptive Threshold Scheme
Images "bike" and "p06" are used as two examples to present the visible difference in region images from decoded images with the same compression ratio in Fig. 9 and 10 . By using locally adaptive thresholds, decoded images exhibit a visible enhancement in texture part with the reference of original images shown in Fig. 8 . Although the evident proof of visual quality improvement, the two curves are very close. code is provided by [13] . Because most MSSIM values are located between 0.9 and 1, for illustrating them clearly, MSSIM values are presented in logarithmic domain as used in [ 4] .
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It can be seen that with the proposed scheme, LAR MSSIM score is higher especially on image p06. It also shows in this context the efficiency of the MSSIM metric compared to the PSNR one. show that the proposed method is very efficient from low bitrates to lossless coding. Next works will focus on the prediction part of LAR for further improvements.
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